Distributed additive manufacturing at scale

Part of the Advanced and Essential tiers of Digital Forge Subscriptions—Management and Integration is the next generation of cloud-based additive manufacturing software solutions from Markforged. It helps organizations manage their distributed manufacturing operations on an enterprise and global scale. With Management and Integration, businesses can control all printers, users, and workflows with increased efficiency and insight.

markforged.com/management-integration
Overview

Role-based access control
Increase operational efficiency and gain increased visibility over your team with role-based access control. Give the right people access to the right devices and parts — when and where they need it — based on projects and team responsibilities.

Enterprise-level security management
Apply corporate user security policies and solutions for easy, consistent identity enforcement and user management.

Integrated and automated operations
Connect our 3D print solutions to other enterprise systems through APIs so users can easily identify and print parts automatically — no additive manufacturing expertise required.

Custom analytics
Track and analyze part costs and lead time for insights into additive manufacturing return on investment. Get visibility into fleet use via real-time monitoring dashboards.

Contact Markforged and Partners to learn more about Integration and Management as part of Digital Forge Subscriptions.